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'US Demarche on Pakistani Reprocessing Plant,' US Embassy Paris cable 36143 to State Department
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1. POLITICAL COUNSELOR MADE THE POINTS CONTAINED
   REFTEL TO JACOMET NOVEMBER 2. JACOMET'S REACTION
   WAS POSITIVE TO OUR EXPRESSED INTENTION OF MAKING
   DEMARCHES TO POTENTIAL SUPPLIERS. IN FACT, HE SAID
   THAT HE HAD INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE PRESIDENT AND
   THE FOREIGN MINISTER TO MAKE SIMILAR DEMARCHES,
   EMPHASIZING TO POTENTIAL SUPPLIERS THAT FURNISHING
   OF SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT TO PAKISTAN WOULD BE IN
   CONFLICT TO THE FRENCH POSITION ON NONPROLIFERATION.

2. JACOMET SAID HE EXPECTED TO CALL IN THE ITALIAN
   AND SPANISH AMBASSADORS IN THE NEAR FUTURE TO EXPRESS
   FRENCH CONCERNS. HE SAID HE FELT THAT THE "MOST
   DANGEROUS" PROBLEM WOULD BE WITH ITALY AND THE FRG.
   THE GERMANS, HE COMMENTED, DON'T CARE AT ALL ABOUT
   FRANCE'S NONPROLIFERATION POLICY. (INTERESTINGLY,
   HE SAID NOTHING ABOUT A FRENCH DEMARCHE TO THE
   FRG.) JACOMET, HAVING JUST RECEIVED
   SECRET
SECRET
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The British demarche on the Pakistan desire to develop a gas centrifuge enrichment facility (State 278247), expressed the view that the UK has safe. He has also received word from the French Embassy in Tokyo that the Japanese have turned down Pak requests. He is less sure about Spain, but thinks it will probably also refuse Pak requests.

3. In going over the approach we plan to make with other governments, Jacomet expressed relief that no mention is to be made of the French desire to cancel the reprocessing deal with Pakistan. While that decision remains firm, there remains great sensitivity here to any direct linking on our part of US policies with the French decision to cancel the deal.
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